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Abstract
With the wide development and applications of SDN, its
security has attracted the attention of the people. In this
study, in the beginning we apply applied PI calculus in
symbolic model to formalize Mynah authentication protocol and mechanized analyze it with ProVerif. We find
that there are two security vulnerabilities. And then, we
propose an improved Mynah authentication protocol to
address the vulnerabilities found by us. At the same time,
the improved Mynah protocol is modeled by applied PI
calculus and analyzed with ProVerif. Finally, we develop
and deploy the improved Mynah authentication protocol
to open source controller ONOS and switch Open vSwitch
to validate its securities.
Keywords: Authentication; Formal Method; ProVerif; Security Protocol

1

Introduction

The purpose of introducing SDN is to establish a flexible
data access and forwarding method in network and then
to deal with the barriers for deploying the new technologies of the network protocols and to decrease cost and to
overcome the difficulty of network management, especially
provide a good environment for large-scale implementation of cloud computing and virtualization. With the wide
development and applications of SDN [15, 16, 18], people have paid a special attention to its security [2, 25].
Owning to that the design and development of most SDN
controllers that are the key component in SDN network
at first focuses on the schedule and control of network
resources and ignoring the security considerations of the
controller itself [27]. SDN network is facing enormous
security challenges, for example, the lack of trust mechanisms [25, 28]. Kloti and Kotronis [13] use STRIDE
tool and Attack Tree to provide a security analysis of

OpenFlow-based SDN and find that there are security
risks such as information disclosure, denial of service and
intervention vulnerabilities in a controller or a channel
between the controller and the switch. In order to address the authentication [29], Shin et al. [26] present the
FRESCO security application development framework in
OpenFlow-based SDN. Based on Nox [9] and FRESCO,
Porras et al. [23] introduce the FortNOX, a software addon that applies a digital signature to implement the authentication of users. Mattos and Duarte [17] present
AuthFlow which is a mechanism for authentication and
access control based on host credentials. Dangovas and
Kuliesius [7] introduce a SDN-based authentication and
access control system to provide strong AAA (authentication, authorization and accounting) schemes.
Recently in order to address the vulnerability of DatapathID (DPID) duplication and provide the authentication
between the controller and the switch, Kang et al. [12]
propose Mynah authentication protocol and claim that
it can address the two vulnerabilities. However, security
analysis of Mynah protocol is not only not clear, but also
DPID duplication problem has not fully been solved found
by us. Hence in the study, we present formal analysis and
an improved Mynah authentication protocol.
The main contributions of this study are summarized
as follows:
1) The state-of-art of security research of SDN network
is introduced in detail.
2) Apply applied PI calculus in the symbolic model to
formalize Mynah authentication protocol and mechanized analyze it with mechanized tool ProVerif. The
result shows that it cannot provide mutual authentication between the controller and the switch and is
unable to deal with DPID duplication.
3) Propose an improved Mynah authentication protocol to address the security vulnerabilities found by
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us. At the same time, the improved Mynah authentication protocol is modeled by applied PI calculus
and mechanized analyzed with ProVerif. The result
shows that the improved Mynah authentication protocol resolves DPID duplication and provides confidentiality of data and authentication between the
switch and the controller.
4) Develop and deploy the improved Mynah authentication protocol to open source controller ONOS and
switch Open vSwitch to validate authentication and
confidentiality. The experiment result shows that it
can provide confidentiality of data and authentication between the switch and the controller.

2

Related Works

In the beginning of design and development, most SDN
controllers [11, 21, 24] focus on the scheduling and control
of network resources, ignoring the security considerations
of the controller itself [27]. So SDN is facing security
challenges, for example, the lack of trust mechanisms [28].
With SDN development and applications, attacks of
the controller and the switch significantly increased. Kloti
and Kotronis [13] use STRIDE tool and Attact Tree to
provide a comprehensive analysis of the security of OpenFlow protocol, whether it is a controller or a channel between the controller and the switch. There are security
risks such as information disclosure, denial of service and
intervention vulnerabilities. The existing OpenFlow protocol [8, 10, 22, 30] often uses SSL/TLS protocol and does
not guarantee the authentication between the controller
and the switch [3]. SSL/TLS protocol itself is overloaded
and is not good choice to large-scale deployment. In addition, the controller is facing a man-in-the-middle attack,
denial of service, bypassing the firewall and other traditional networks already exist security risks [14].
About the authentication [29]. Shin et al. [26] present
the FRESCO security application development framework in OpenFlow-based SDN. The main function of
FRESCO is to provide modular interface and deployment
platform to build security services, through the corresponding FRESCO scripting language to define and implement security services, simplifying the development of
security applications and complexity of debugging. It
facilitates the controller to update and extend security
services in the operating mode. Based on Nox [9] and
FRESCO [26], Porras et al. [23] introduce the FortNOX,
a software add-on to improve the flaws in the OpenFlow
control plane and to deploy new security modules while
using existing security services, each of the flow rules is
signed using the role-based data source authentication
method and the identity of the user is verified by verifying
the signature data to ensure the security of the session.
Mattos and Duarte [17] present AuthFlow which is an authentication and access control mechanism based on host
credentials. The mechanism uses IEEE 802.1X standard
and RADIUS authentication server to authenticate the

host above the MAC layer, but AuthFlow has not used
the signed certificate as access credentials. Dangovas and
Kuliesius [7] introduce an authentication and access control system that binds the name (users, addresses) and
user machines to the unambiguously defined network appliances and its ports and register the switch and host
information to the controller and authenticate, satisfied
strong AAA (authentication, authorization and accounting) schemes.
Recently in order to address the vulnerability of DPID
duplication and provide authentication between the controller and the switch, Kang et al. [12] propose Mynah
authentication protocol and claim that it can address the
two vulnerabilities. However, security analysis of Mynah
protocol is not only not clear, but also DPID duplication
problem has not fully been solved found by us.

3

The Applied PI Calculus &
ProVerif

The applied PI calculus [1] is proposed by Abadi et al.
in 2001, which is a formal language [6, 19] used to formalize the modeling of concurrent processes. Applied
PI calculus builds on pure PI calculus [20]. From pure
PI calculus, we inherit constructs for communication and
concurrency, also add functions and equations. In applied PI calculus, messages may then consist of atomic
names or consist of values constructed from names and
functions. The advantage of this is that we can easily
treat standard data types, reducing the limitation of data
representation. The applied PI calculus using functions
to represent generic cryptographic primitives, such as encryption, decryption, digital signatures, etc. It does not
need to construct a new cryptographic primitive for each
cryptographic operation with good versatility. We can
also describe attacks against protocols that rely on (equational) properties of some of those primitives. Therefore,
it can express and analyze fairly sophisticated security
protocols.
The grammar for processes of applied PI calculus language is similar to the PI calculus. Process P , Q as the
basic unit, the input process is 0 that empty process; Q|P
is the parallel composition of P and Q; the replication
!P behaves as innumerable copies of P running in parallel. The process vn.P that defines the variable name and
in(M, x : t) indicates that it is input in the channel in
the process and out(M, x : t) indicates that the process
is output in the channel, if M = N thenP elseQ indicates
that the execution process is selected according to the
judgment condition, let x = M in P else Q presents the
event evaluation, R(M 1, · · · , M k) represents the macro
definition.
ProVerif [5] is a mechanized tool based on the DolevYao model for automated verification of security protocol
properties and is developed by Blanchet in 2001. It can
be used to analyze and validate security protocols that
use Horn clauses or applied PI calculus to model various
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cryptographic primitives. Includes shared key cryptography, public key cryptography, digital signature, hash
function and Diffie-Hellman key exchange. At the same
time, it avoids the problem of the state space explosion.
It can analyze and verify the strong confidentiality, authenticity, more general consistency and process of observation equivalent. ProVerif has successfully analyzed a
large number of complex security protocols.

4
4.1

figuration parameters and other related information
for the switch. In the SDN network architecture, a
controller manages the flow table updates of multiple
switches at the same time. Therefore, it is necessary
to save the independent information of the switch
as an identification flag during the connection establishment process, so as to avoid interfering with the
instructions sent. After receiving the Feature Request, the switch sends a Feature Reply message to
the controller. Feature Reply message contains actions, DPID-based authentication and etc.

Mynah Authentication Protocol
Review

Mynah authentication protocol [12] based on OpenFlow
protocol is designed to address the vulnerability of DPID
duplication and to provide the authentication security service based on DPID. OpenFlow protocol uses DPID as
the identifier of the data plane, but does not provide any
means to authenticate DPID of the switch. The messages
in Mynah authentication protocol are shown in Figure 1.
6ZLWFK
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Figure 1: The messages of Mynah authentication protocol

Echo Request and Echo Reply: The switch sends
the Feature Reply message and indicates that the
switch-controller can perform DPID-based authentication. The switch can send its session key in
the Echo Request message. The session key depends on DPID, timestamp and transaction serial
number. The session key should be encrypted using either asymmetric key algorithms or symmetric
key algorithms. The switch encapsulates SessionKey
encrypted with a public key into the Echo Request
message and sends it to the controller. After the controller receives Echo Request message, it first checks
DPID to verify the identity of the switch and then
decrypts SessionKey using the corresponding private
key. And then the controller checks whether the
DPID, timestamp and transaction ID is valid or not.
If any of the three parameters is invalid, the controller rejects the connection from the switch. If all
information is valid but has a connection with the
same DPID, the controller still rejects the connection. Finally, the controller generates a DPID verification message and encapsulates it into the Echo
Reply message, which is encrypted with SessionKey
and sends it to the switch.

4.2
Hello and Hello Response: After the switch and the
controller establish a TCP connection, the switch
sends a Hello message to the controller and the controller produces the Hello Reponse message to the
switch to determine the negotiation on version of
OpenFlow protocol used by the communicating parties. Hello message contains the highest version of
OpenFlow protocol that the sender can support. The
switch and the controller each received a Hello message from each other, compare the highest version
supported by other parties with the highest version
supported locally and finally the version with the
lower version as the final version. If the negotiation
process fails, a HELLO FAILED error message is returned to the peer and the connection is terminated.
Feature Request and Feature Reply: After the version of OpenFlow protocol is determined between the
communicating parties, the controller sends a Feature Request message to the switch requesting con-

4.2.1

Formalize Mynah Authentication
Protocol Using the Applied PI Calculus
Function and Equational Theory

The functions and equations used in the modeling process
are described in this section. This study uses applied PI
calculus to formalize Mynah authentication protocol. Figure 2 depicts the Mynah authentication protocol function
and equation theory.
The message x is encrypted by function senc(x, P U )
with public key P U and message x is decrypted by function sdec(x, P U ) with public key P U . The message x is
encrypted by function aenc(x, P U ) with public key P U
and the message x is decrypted with function adec(x, P R)
with private key P R. The private value is received by
function P R(y) as an input and a private key is generated as an output, at the same time the common value is
received as an input through function P U (y) and a public
key is generated as an output.
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crypted message, the use of existing SessionKey and symmetric decryption algorithm decryption secretMessage, if
The whole Mynah authentication protocol process conthe decryption is successful to verify the correctness of
sists of two processes: switch process and controller prokey, though open channel c output finished, to the end of
cess. They together constitute the main process, as shown
this protocol communication.
in Figure 3.
The controller process is shown in Figure 5. It sends
the protocol version number msgV ersionS to switch process through public channel c and then receives protocol
F unaenc(x, P U ).
version number msgV ersionS of the switch from switch
F unadec(x, P R).
process through public channel c and performs the mesF unsenc(x, P U ).
sage version negotiation. This process is similar to the
F unsdec(x, P U ).
switch process. Once the version is determined, controller
F unP U (y).
process immediately sends Feature Request over public
F unP R(y).
channel c and waits for the Feature Reply of the receiving
process. In the received Feature Reply response, the conequationadec(aenc(x, P U (y)), P R(y)) = x.
troller process obtains DPID of sender’s process and saves
equationsdec(senc(x, P U (y)), P U (y)) = x.
it. And then through open channel c to receive the session process SessionKey, using private key P R(keyop1)
Figure 2: Function and equational theory
decryption secertkey get the session key SessionKeyC,
the session key DPID and previously saved DPID comparison verification. If authentication is successful, the
kmainprocess = (processSwitch|processController)k
parameter OPmessage is encrypted using SessionKeyC
and sent to switch process via open channel c.
Figure 3: Main process
4.2.2

Processes

∆

letprocessController =
newmsgV ersionC; newmsgT ypeHelloC;
newxid4;
out(c, (msgV ersionC, msgT ypeHelloC, xid4));
in(c, (= msgV ersionSw, = msgT ype4, = xidRly4));
newmsgT ypeF eaReq, newxid5;
out(c, (msgT ypeF eaReq, xid5));
in(c, (= msgT ype5, = xidRly5, = datapathID));
in(c, (= msgT ype6, = xidRly6, = secretkey));
letsessionkeyC = adec(secretkey, P R(keyop1))in
newmsgT ypeEchoReply; newf lag4;
letsecretM essage = senc(OP message,
P R(sessionkeyC))in
newmsgT ypeEchoReply, newxidRly6, newf lag4;
out(c, (msgT ypeEchoReply, xidRly6,
f lag4, secretM essage))

∆

letprocessSwitch =
newmsgV ersionS; newmsgT ypeHelloS; newxid1;
out(c, (msgV ersionS, msgT ypeHelloSxid1));
in(c, (= msgV ersionCon, = msgT ype1, = xidRly1));
in(c, (= msgT ype2, = xidRly2));
newmsgT ypeF eaReply;
out(c, (msgT ypeF eaReply, xidRly2, datapathID))
newtimestamp; newxid3; newmsgT ypeEchoReq;
letsessionkeyS = getSessionKey
(timestamp, xid3, datapathID)in
letsecretKey = aenc(sessionkeyS, P U (keyop1))
inout(c, (msgT ypeEchoReq, xid3, secretKey));
in(c, = msgT ype3, = xidRly3, = secretM essage);
if sdec(secretM essage, P R(sessionkeyS))
= OP messagethenout(c, f inished)

Figure 4: Mynah authentication protocol switch process
The switch process is shown in Figure 4. First, it sends
the protocol version number msgV ersionS to controller
process through public channel c and then receives the
protocol version number msgV ersionS from controller
process through the public channel c for message version
negotiation. After the version is determined, switch process receives the configuration information request Feature Request through public channel c, generates the response Feature Reply and sends its own DPID to the
controller process through public channel c. After controller process receives the DPID, switch process uses the
DPID, timestamp and transaction sequence xid3 to generate the SessionKey and uses asymmetric encryption algorithm to encrypt secretKey and sends it to controller process through public channel c. And then from controller
process through open channel c to receive controller en-

Figure 5: Mynah protocol controller process

4.3

Automatic Verification of Authentication and Confidentiality of Mynah Authentication Protocol with
ProVerif

Here we use the statements query attack (OPmessage) to
verify confidentiality of OPmessage message and then use
non-injective agreements to model authentication, Mynah
protocol authentication is shown in Table 1.
The ProVerif inputs in Figure 7 are entered into the
ProVerif and the analyze outputs are shown in Figure 8
to Figure 10.
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Table 1: Authentication
Non-injective agreement
ev:endauthcon sMynah(x)==>ev:beginaauthcon sMynah(x).
ev:endauthswit cMynah(x)==>ev:beginaauthswit cMynah(x).

Figure 8 is the result of confidentiality of the message
OPmessage. The result is true. According to the specification of Mynah authentication protocol, the switch sends
the session key in the Echo Request message. The session key is encrypted using either asymmetric key algorithms. The switch encapsulates SessionKey encrypted
with a public key into Echo Request message and sends
it to the controller. After the controller receives Echo
Request message, it first checks DPID to verify the identity of the switch and then decrypts SessionKey using the
corresponding private key. The attacker cannot obtain
the private key and hence cannot decrypt the message
OPmessage.

f unaenc/2.f unadec/2.
f unsenc/2.f unsdec/2.
f unP U/1.f unP R/1.
f ungetSessionKey/3.

Authentication
Verify the authentication from the controller to the switch
Verify the authentication from the switch to the controller

Figure 8: OPmessage confidentiality

Figure 9: The analysis result of authentication from the
controller to the switch

equationadec(aenc(x, P U (y)), P R(y)) = x.
equationsdec(senc(x, P U (y)), P U (y)) = x.
Figure 6: Functions and equations in ProVerif
Figure 10: The analysis result of authentication from the
switch to the controller
queryattacker : OP message.
queryev : endauthcon sM ynah(x)
==> ev : beginaauthcon sM ynah(x).
(∗ ∗ ControllerauthenticatesSwitch ∗ ∗)
queryev : endauthswit cM ynah(x)
==> ev : beginaauthswit cM ynah(x).
(∗ ∗ SwitchauthenticatesController ∗ ∗)
......
eventbeginaauthswit cM ynah(echoRequest);
out(c, echoRequest); ......
in(c, echoReply);
eventendauthcon sM ynah(echoReply);
......
in(c, echoRequest);
eventendauthswit cM ynah(echoRequest);
......
eventbeginaauthcon sM ynah(echoReply);
out(c, echoReply).
Figure 7: Mynah authentication protocol in ProVerif

Figure
9
presents
the
result
of
ev:
==>
ev:
endauthcon sM ynah(x)
beginaauthcon sM ynah(x).
Figure 10 shows the
result of ev:
endauthswit cM ynah(x) ==> ev:
beginaauthswit cM ynah(x). The results are false and
show that the switch and the controller cannot authenticate each other. According to the specification of Mynah
authentication protocol, there has no authentication
mechanism between switch and controller.
About DPID duplication, owning to that the DPID is
not classified, the attacker can get the DPID and then use
the DPID to launch the communication early. According
to the specification of Mynah authentication protocol, the
attacker generates the Echo Request message and sends
it to the controller. The controller checks whether the
DPID, timestamp and transaction ID is valid or not. If
any of the three parameters is invalid, the controller rejects the connection from the switch. If all information is
valid but has a connection with the same DPID, the controller still rejects the connection. Because the DPID is
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fresh and not is used, the controller generates a DPID verification message and encapsulates it into the Echo Reply
message and sends it to the switch. So Mynah authentication protocol cannot prevent DPID duplication.

6ZLWFK

&RQWUROOHU

+HOOR
+HOOR5HVSRQVH
)HDWXUH5HTXHVW
)HDWXUH5HSO\

5
5.1

Improved Mynah Authentication Protocol
The Design of Improved Mynah Authentication Protocol

Improved Mynah automation protocol framework is
shown in Figure 11. Firstly, there is a version negotiation
between the switch and the controller. If it is successful, the controller gets switch configuration information,
otherwise ends the conversation. Second, after the switch
configuration information is obtained, the controller initiates the authentication request and then if the authentication request succeeds, the switch generates a session
key. At the same time the digital signature mechanism is
introduced to implement the authentication between the
switch and the controller. If the request fails, terminate
session. Finally, if authentication is successful, session key
is used to encrypt the follow-up message. Otherwise, the
session is terminated.

,QLWLDWHVDFRQQHFWLRQ

IDLOHG

9HUVLRQQHJRWLDWLRQ

VXFFHVV

*HWVZLWFKFRQILJXUDWLRQ
LQIRUPDWLRQ

$XWKHQWLFDWLRQUHTXHVW

IDLOHG

IDLOHG

VXFFHVV

Figure 11:
framework
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Figure 12: Improved Mynah authentication protocol messages

The improved Mynah message structures are shown
in Figure 12. After the controller obtains DPID of the
switch, it needs to verify the identity of the switch. The
controller initiates an authentication request and uses a
digital signature to generate a message digest for protocol type, event sequence number and DPID in the
OF AUTH REQUEST message and encapsulates it into
OF AUTH REQUEST message and then sends it to the
switch. After receiving OF AUTH REQUEST message,
the switch verifies the digital signature using public key
of the controller. And then it generates a session key,
encrypts the key using an asymmetric encryption algorithm, calculates the digital signature and encapsulates
it in OF AUTH REPLY message to the controller. The
controller verifies after receiving OF AUTH REPLY message. Finally, the controller encrypts subsequent communication message entries using the obtained session key.

2) After obtaining DPID of the switch, the controller
initiates the authentication request.

*HQHUDWHVHVVLRQNH\

6HVVLRQNH\HQFU\SWV
VXEVHTXHQWPHVVDJHV

2)B$87+B5(3/<

1) The controller and the switch still need to complete
version negotiation process. The controller obtains
configuration information about the switch.

VXFFHVV

$XWKHQWLFDWLRQUHVXOWV


2)B$87+B5(48(67

6HVVLRQWHUPLQDWLRQ

Improved Mynah authentication protocol

The improved Mynah authentication protocol introduces a digital signature to implement authentication between the switch and the controller, confidentiality of data
and to prevent DPID duplication.

3) The controller uses its own private key to generate a digital signature for OF AUTH REQUEST
message and appends the digital signature to message OF AUTH REQUEST as a whole message to
switch. The switch verifies the digital signature
through public key of the controller after receiving
OF AUTH REQUEST message, verifies whether the
initiator of request is indeed controller and then the
switch generates session key and uses symmetric encryption algorithm to encrypt the session key, generates a digital signature of OF AUTH REPLY message using its own private key and sends it to the
controller. After receiving OF AUTH REPLY message, the controller verifies the digital signature using the public key of the switch. If the verification
of the digital signature is successful, the controller
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Table 2: Improved Mynah authentication protocol message structures
Description of the improved Mynah authentication protocol field
Message item
Field Name
Description
Header
Message head, Type=OFPT AUTH REQUEST
OF AUTH REQUEST
DPID
Create a data plane identifier for the connected switch
SignedMessage
Digital signature, authentication controller identity
Header
Message head, Type=OFPT AUTH REPLY
OF AUTH REPLY
SecretKey
The encrypted session key
SignedMessage
Digital signature, authentication switch identity
Header
Message head, Type=OFPT ECHO REQUEST
OF ECHO REQUEST
SecretMessage
Encrypted message
Header
Message head, Type=OFPT ECHO REPLY
OF ECHO REPLY
Flag
Verify that the authentication result is TRUE

obtains the session key sent by the switch using symmetric decryption algorithm. Otherwise the protocol
is ended.

F unaenc(x, P U ).
F unadec(x, P R).
F unsenc(x, P U ).F unsdec(x, P U ).
F unsign(x, P R).F unversign(x, P U ).
F unP U (y).F unP R(y).

4) After the controller obtains the session key generated by the switch, the session key is used to
encrypt data. And then the controller encapsulates it into OF AUTH REQUEST message and
equationadec(aenc(x, P U (y)), P R(y)) = x.
sends it to the switch. When the switch received
equationsdec(senc(x, P U (y)), P U (y)) = x.
OF AUTH REQUEST message, it uses the session
equationversign(sign(x, P R(y)), P U (y)) = x.
key to decrypt it. Finally, the switch generates
OF ECHO REPLY message and sends it to the con- Figure 13: Improved Mynah authentication protocol function and equality theory
troller.
OF AUTH REQUEST message is generated by the
controller, which contains DPID of the switch and the
digital signature generated by the controller using the private key. OF AUTH REPLY message is generated by the
switch, which contains encrypted session key and the digital signature generated by the switch using the private
key. The message fields and descriptions are shown in
Table 2.

5.2

Formalize Improved Mynah Authentication Protocol Using the Applied
PI Calculus

The function and the equation theory are shown in Figure 13 in formal model of the improved Mynah authentication protocol. The message x is digitally signed by
function sign(x, P R) with private key P R and the correctness of message x signature is verified by function
versign(x, P U ) with public key P U . The message x is
encrypted by function senc(x, P U ) with public key P U
and message x is decrypted by function sdec(x, P U ) with
public key P U . The message x is encrypted by function
aenc(x, P U ) with public key P U and the message x is decrypted with function adec(x, P R) with private key P R.
The private value is received by function P R(y) as an input and a private key is generated as an output and the
common value is received as an input through function
P U (y) as an input and a public key is generated as an
output.

The switch process is shown in Figure 14. In the first
part, the switch first completes the version negotiation
and the FeatureReply response through public channel c,
sends the relevant configuration information to the controller process and then switch process receives authentication request OF AUTH REQUEST through public
channel c and then uses controller public key P U (keyrp1)
and function versign(x, P U ) to confirm the digital signature. If the verification result verifies the authenticity of signature, the session key is generated by DPID,
timestamp and transaction sequence xid3 and the session
key is encrypted using asymmetric encryption function
aenc(x, P U ). Finally, switch private key P R(keyrp2) and
function sign(x, P R) to sign above parameters and sends
them to the controller process via open channel c. The
second part, through public channel c from controller process to receive secretMessage, using the existing SessionKey and symmetric decryption algorithm sdec(x, P U ) to
decrypt secretMessage. If the decryption is successful, the
flag of OF ECHO REPLY message is set to true and then
through public channel c sends the message to controller
and the protocol communication ends.
The controller process is shown in Figure 15. First,
it completes the version negotiation and message featureRequest to the switch process through open channel c and then obtains DPID of the switch. Second, use controller private key P R(keyrp1) and function sign(x, P R) to generate a digital signature and en-
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capsulate it into the OF AUTH REQUEST message to
send the authentication request through public channel c.
Then the controller process receives the authentication response message OF AUTH REPLY through public channel c, it uses switch public key P U (keyrp2) and function
versign(x, P U ) to confirm the digital signature. If the
verification result confirms the authenticity of signature,
the function adec(x, P U ) decrypts the SessionKey and encrypts the OPmessage with session key, encapsulating it
into the OF ECHO REQUEST message and sending it to
the switch process through public channel c.

f unaenc/2.
f unadec/2.
f unsdec/2.
f unsenc/2.
f unsign/2.
f unversign/2.
f unP U/1.
f unP R/1.
equationadec(aenc(x, P U (y)), P R(y)) = x.
equationsdec(senc(x, P U (y)), P U (y)) = x.
equationversign(sign(x, P R(y)), P U (y)) = x.

Figure 16: Functions and equations in ProVerif
∆

letprocessSwitch =
newmsgV ersionS;
newmsgT ypeHelloS; newxid1;
out(c, (msgV ersionS, msgT ypeHelloS, xid1));
in(c, (= msgT ype3, = xidRly3,
= datapathID, = SignedM essageC2S));
if versign(SignedM essageC2S, P U (keyrp1),
(msgT ype3, xidRly3, datapathID))
= truethennewtimestamp;
newmsgT ypeAuthReply;
letsessionkeyS = getSessionKey
(timestamp, xidRly3, datapathID)
inletsecretKey = aenc(sessionkeyS,
P U (keyop1))in
letSignedS2C = sign
((msgT ypeAuthReply, xidRly3, secretKey),
P R(keyrp2))in
out(c, (msgT ypeAuthReply, xidRly3,
secretKey, SignedS2C));

queryattacker : OP message.
queryev : endauthcon s(x)
==> ev : beginaauthcon s(x).
queryev : endauthswit c(x)
==> ev : beginaauthswit c(x).
......in(c, authRequest);
if versign(SignedM essageC2S, P U (keyrp1)) =
(msgT ype3, xidRly3, datapathID1)then
eventendauthcon s(SignedM essageC2S);
.......eventbeginaauthswit c(SignedS2C);
out(c, authReply);
.......eventbeginaauthcon s(SignedS2C);
out(c, authRequest);
......in(c, authReply); if
versign(SignedM essageS2C, P U (keyrp2)) =
(msgT ype7, xidRly7, secretKey1)then
eventendauthswit c(SignedM essageS2C);

Figure 14: The switch process

Figure 17: Improved Mynah authentication protocol in
ProVerif

∆

letprocessController =
newmsgV ersionS;
newmsgT ypeHelloS; newxid1;
out(c, (msgV ersionS, msgT ypeHelloS, xid1));
letSignedC2S =
sign((msgT ypeAuthReq, xid7, datapathID),
P R(keyrp1))in
out(c, (msgT ypeAuthReq, xid7,
datapathID2, SignedC2S, SignedC2S);
in(c, (= msgT ype7, = xidRly7,
= secretKey, = SignedM essage));
if versign(SignedM essageS2C, P U (keyrp2),
(msgT ype7, xidRly7, secretKey)) = true
thennewmsgT ypeEchoReq; newxid8;
letsessionkeyC =
adec(secretKey1, P R(keyop1))in
letsecretM essage =
senc(OP message, P R(sessionkeyC))in
out(c, (msgT ypeEchoReq, xid8, secretM essage));

Figure 15: The controller process

Figure 18: Confidentiality of OPmessage

Figure 19: The analysis result of the authentication from
the controller to the switch
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Table 3: Authentication
Non-injective agreement
ev:endauthcon s(x)==>ev:beginaauthcon s(x).
ev:endauthswit c(x)==¿>ev:beginaauthswit c(x).

Authentication
Verify the authentication from the controller to the switch
Verify the authentication from the switch to the controller

About DPID duplication, according to the specification of the improved Mynah authentication protocol, the
attacker cannot generate the digital signature for message
OF ECHO REQUEST because the private key of controller is secret. At the same time the attacker also cannot produce the digital signature for OF AUTH REPLY
Figure 20: The analysis result of the authentication from because the private key of the switch is secret. So the imthe switch to the controller
proved Mynah authentication protocol can prevent DPID
duplication.

5.3

Automatic Verification of Authen6
tication and Confidentiality of Improved Mynah Authentication Protocol with ProVerif

After the formal model of the improved Mynah authentication protocol was generated, ProVerif is used to perform the formal analysis. First the target that needs to be
proved is defined and then the analysis with ProVerif is
implemented. The authentication of the improved Mynah
authentication protocol is shown in Table 3. This process
is similar to the verification process of Mynah authentication protocol.
ProVerif scripts in Figure 17 are as input to ProVerif
and the outputs of analysis are shown in Figure 18 to
Figure 20.
Figure 18 shows the result of the formalize analysis
of confidentiality of OPmessage and the result is true, it
proved that the improved Mynah authentication protocol
provides confidentiality of OPmessage.
Figure
19
shows
the
result
of
ev
:
endauthcon s(x) ==> ev : beginaauthcon s(x).
Figure 20 is the result of ev : endauthswit c(x) ==> ev :
beginaauthswit c(x).The two results are true and indicate that the switch and the controller can authenticate
each other.
In the improved Mynah authentication protocol, because digital signature mechanism is adopted, the switch
uses the private key to sign the message when sending the message OF AUTH REPLY. After receiving
OF AUTH REPLY message, the controller needs to verify the digital signature using the public key of the
switch, to ensure the authentication for the switch
and integrity of the message OF AUTH REPLY. Similarly, the controller uses the digital signature for the
message OF ECHO REQUEST, the switch receives the
OF ECHO REQUEST and uses the controller’s public
key to verify the digital signature to ensure the authentication for the controller and the integrity of the message
OF ECHO REQUEST.

Develop and Deploy the Improved Mynah Authentication
Protocol

The improved Mynah authentication protocol was developed and deployed to open source controller ONOS [4]
and switch Open vSwitch to validate its security. The improved Mynah authentication protocol program consists
of the controller side developed with Java language and
the switch side developed with C language. The improved
Mynah authentication protocol program is deployed to
the controller ONOS and the switch Open vSwitch and
be recompiled. The improved Mynah authentication protocol development architecture is illustrated in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Improved Mynah authentication protocol development architecture

Running environment is composed of the hardware environment and the software environment. The hardware
environment is for Intel Dore dual-core CPU, memory
2GB. The software environment is for the operating system for Ubuntu 14.0.1, the controller ONOS version 1.3,
the switch Open vSwitch version 1.0, the virtual network
simulation platform Mininet version 1.0, Apache Karaf
version 3.0.2.
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6.1

ONOS Controller Side Development

In the ONOS platform, the controller and the switch connection consist of three steps. The controller starts listening to port 6633, the switch launches the connection with
controller, the controller and the switch make negotiation
on version and the message transmission.
The main class in ONOS controller side is the OpenFlowControllerImpl class that implements the OpenFlowController interface. During the initialization of OpenFlowControllerImpl class, the controller object Controller
class and OpenFlowSwitchAgent class are instantiated
at first to monitor the state of the switch that has established the connection. And then it calls the Controller.start(OpenFlowAgent agent) method for parameter configuration and starts the server side, listens port,
waits for the switch to establish a connection.
After the connection is established between the controller and the switch, the controller generates OFChannelHandler object and listens for the messages sent by
the switch. After receiving the message sent by the
switch, the controller first analyzes the type of message and performs different method calls according to
the message type. When the message type is Feature Reply, the controller should send the authentication request message OF Auth Request. When the message type is Auth Reply, the controller should send the
OF Echo Request message.
In ONOS design mode, the OFMessage interface is defined, which contains all the data items and operations in
an OpenFlow message. Its subinterfaces are also defined
for behavior and data items according to the explicitly defined message items in OpenFlow protocol specification.
The implementation class developed by us process the
data according to the method defined by the parent interface and the specific version information. The data that
need to transmit between the controller and the switch
is encapsulated into the instantiated object and communicates through the ChannelPipeline pipeline in ONOS
platform. The protocol message structure is shown in
Figure 22.
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and Version of the message received and then find the
corresponding implementation classes according to the
Type and Version for message encapsulation, encryption, decryption and authentication etc. ONOS controller
has implemented the implementation classes of HelloResponse message and FeatureRequest message, so we focus on the implementation classes and deployments of
OF Auth Request message and OF Echo Request message.
When the controller sends an authentication request, it
first needs to obtain parameters such as version number,
Xid and DPID. Then the digital signature is generated
for the DPID as part of the OF Auth Request message
and sent to the switch. When the controller receives the
OF Auth Reply message, it is also necessary to verify the
digital signature using the public key. If the verification
succeeds, the authentication from the controller to the
switch is true. If the verification fails, the controller terminates the session and releases the connection. At this
time the controller saves the DPID in its own database.
If the attacker wants to use the same DPID to establish
connection, then the controller needs to query database.
The results show that there is a duplicate DPID, then the
controller refused connection.

6.2

Open vSwitch Switch Side Development

When the switch receives the OpenFlow message, it also
needs to perform the action according to the message
type. When the message type is Auth Request, the switch
should send the OF Auth Reply message. When the message type is Echo Request, the switch should send the
OF Echo Reply message.
After receiving the OF Auth Request message, the
switch first verifies the digital signature using the public key of the controller. If the verification succeeds, the
authentication from the controller to switch is true. The
switch then generates the session key and encrypts the
session key and generates the digital signature as a field
of the OF Auth Reply message sent to the controller. After receiving the OF Auth Reply message, the controller
verifies the digital signature using the public key of the
switch. If the verification is successful, the controller obtains the session key and can use it to encrypt the followup message to the switch. At the same time, the switch
uses the session key to decrypt the message.

6.3

Results and Analysis

After the deployment of the improved Mynah authentication protocol program, we find that when DPID of the
switch changes, the controller terminates and releases the
Figure 22: ONOS message structure
connection, restarts the new session request by the switch
and completes the authentication process again. OtherBecause each message has a separate implementation wise, the controller remains in listening state. When the
class, the ONOS controller side need to check Type digital signature verification fails, the controller or switch
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also to terminate the session process. That is consistent
with the results of the formal analysis with ProVerif.
[3]

7

Conclusion

With the rapid development and applications of SDN net- [4]
work, people have paid a special attention to its security.
Recently Kang et al. propose an authentication protocol
called Mynah authentication protocol and claim that it
can address the vulnerability of DPID duplication and
provide the authentication between the controller and [5]
the switch in OpenFlow-based SDN network. Owning
to security analysis of Mynah authentication protocol is
not clear, in this study we apply applied PI calculus in
symbolic model to formalize Mynah authentication pro- [6]
tocol and mechanized analyze it with mechanized tool
ProVerif. We find that it does not provide mutual authentication between the controller and the switch. At
the same time, Mynah authentication protocol can’t prevent DPID duplication. Hence we propose an improved [7]
Mynah authentication protocol to address the vulnerabilities found by us. At the same time, the improved Mynah
authentication protocol is modeled by applied PI calculus and mechanized analyzed with ProVerif. The results
show that the improved Mynah authentication protocol [8]
can prevent DPID duplication and provide confidentiality of data and authentication between the switch and the
controller. Finally, we develop and deploy the improved
Mynah authentication protocol to open source controller [9]
ONOS and switch Open vSwitch to validate authentication and confidentiality. The experimental results show
that it can provide confidentiality of data and authentication between the switch and the controller. In the near [10]
future, we will use the proof assistant Coq to prove the
correctness of the improved Mynah authentication protocol implementation.
[11]
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